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Abstract
Raindrop blur or rain streaks can severely degrade the visual quality of the images, which causes many practical vision
systems to fail to work, such as autonomous driving and video surveillance. Hence, it is important to address the problem of
single image de-raining. In this paper, we propose a novel deep network for single image de-raining. The proposed network
consists of three stages, including encoder stage, Dense Non-Local Residual Block (DNLRB) stage, and decoder stage.
As spatial contextual information has been analyzed to be meaningful for image de-raining (Huang et al. 2012), we adopt
squeeze-and-excitation enhancing on feature maps in each convolution layer for capturing spatial contextual information. In
addition, to better leverage spatial contextual information for extracting rain components, the non-local mean operation has
been embed in DNLRB. Both quantitative and qualitative experimental results demonstrate the proposed method performs
favorably against the state-of-the-art de-raining methods. The source codes will be available at https://supercong94.wixsite.
com/supercong94.

Keywords Single image de-raining · Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) · Squeeze-and-excitation · Non-local mean ·
Dense network

1 Introduction

Images and videos taken under rainy days suffer from notice-
able degradation of scene visibility. Formed by different
speeds and different orientations of raindrops, these artifacts
often appear as raindrop blur or rain streaks with various
density levels in the captured images. This impairment will
severely affect both human visual perception and the per-
formance of many practical vision systems, especially for
image understanding and recognition tasks, such as visual
tracking, video surveillance and object detection. Therefore,
image de-raining is an essential research problem.
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Recent years have witnessed significant advances in image
de-raining. The progress in this field can be divided roughly
into two categories: including video-based approaches and
single image-based approaches. In the case of video-based
approaches [1, 6, 12, 33], a common strategy of rain image
recovery from video sequences is to leverage additional
temporal information by analyzing the difference between
frames. It is relatively easy to remove the rain from videos.
In contrast, single image de-raining is more ill-posed, and
we focus on rain components removal problems for a single
image in this paper.

Single image de-raining aims to restore clean background
image from the observed rainy image and has attracted
much attention in the past decade. Mathematically, one
rainy image is commonly modeled by a linear combination
of a rain-free background scene and a rain components
layer, which is usually modeled as

O = B + R, (1)

where O, B, and R denote the observed rainy image,
rain-free background scene, and the rain component layer,
respectively. For single image de-raining, undoubtedly,
recovering B from (1) is a highly ill-posed problem because
multiple solutions of B and R exist for a given O.
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To make this problem well proposed, most traditional
methods mainly come from exploring the effective image
prior information to make the problem tractable. Nature
image priors or combinations of different kinds of image
priors, such as sparse coding [18], low-rank representa-
tion [7] and Gaussian mixture model [24] may be the most
commonly used priors in early de-raining methods. Nev-
ertheless, these methods do not generalize well for some
complex cases and rain forms since the assumptions on the
priors do not always hold.

Recently, the amazing success of deep learning-based
methods [11, 23, 36] provides new ideas for image de-raining.
Fu et al. [11] first adopt a deep detail network (DDN) for
removing rain from single images with detailed preserved.
Yang et al. [36] design a deep recurrent dilated network
to jointly detect and remove rain streak and scales and
synthesize a large-scale dataset for training. Li et al. [23]
propose a stage-by-stage Recurrent Squeeze-and-Excitation
Context Aggregation Net (RESCAN) to remove rain streaks
in multiple stages. Though tremendous improvements have
been made by these CNN-based methods, several factors
hinder the performance of these methods. This mainly
because that most of existing CNN-based methods process
local image patches or limited receptive fields and neglect
spatial contextual information in the larger region, which
has been analyzed to be useful for image de-raining [15].

In this paper, we propose a novel deep network for sin-
gle image de-raining. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows. First, we learn the transformation
map from an input image to the rain component layer based
on the deep end-to-end trainable neutral network. Due to
the significance of spatial contextual information, we adopt
squeeze-and-excitation enhancing on feature maps to adap-
tively calibrate the feature response and enhance the repre-
sentation of feature maps. Second, we utilize the non-local
mean operations in dense non-local residual block to lever-
age spatial contextual information for extracting rain com-
ponents. Finally, quantitative and qualitative experiments
on both synthesized datasets and real images demonstrate
that the proposed method performs favorably against the
state-of-the-art de-raining methods.

2 Related work

In this section, we present a brief review on the most
relevant single image de-raining methods and put the
proposed method in the proper context.

2.1 Video based approaches

For video based approaches, a critical and valuable prior
is temporal information on adjacent frames, which can

be exploited effectively to remove the rain components.
Garg and Nayar [12, 13] propose a rain streak detection
and removal method from a video based on photometric
properties and estimate the corresponding background
intensities by averaging the irradiance of temporal or spatial
neighboring pixels. Bossu et al. [1] focus on applying the
histogram of orientation of rain streaks to detect the rain and
remove the rain streaks from the background with moving
objects. Recent work of Tripathi and Mukhopadhyay [33]
further provides an overview of a series of video-based de-
raining methods. However, these methods are not applicable
to single image de-raining.

2.2 Single image based approaches

Compared with the video-based de-raining problem, single
image de-raining is an extremely challenging task, as
there is no additional known information except for an
input degraded image. In general, single image de-raining
methods can be divided into two categories, prior-based
methods ,and deep learning-based methods.

Prior-based methods Many de-raining methods capitalize
on clean image or rain type priors to remove rain. Among
these methods, non-local mean filter [19], sparse coding
based methods [18, 26, 40], low-rank representation based
methods [7], and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) based
methods [24] have been widely applied as a few typical
de-raining methods. Kim et al. [19] use a non-local mean
filter to detect rain streaks and remove them. Kang et
al. [18] employ two sets of learned dictionary atoms to
firstly decompose a rain image into the low- and high-
frequency layer via sparse coding, with a learned dictionary
from the HOG features. Similarly, Luo et al. [26] propose
a discriminative sparse coding to separate rain streaks from
background images by enforcing the two layers to share the
fewest dictionary atoms. Chen et al. [7] design a generalized
low-rank model that the rain streak layer is assumed to
be low rank and utilize the model to remove rain streaks
from image in a unified way. Li et al. [24] propose to
exploit GMMs which acts as patch-based priors to separate
the rain streaks layer from background images. All of the
above methods rely on good crafted priors. Hence, they tend
to have unsatisfactory performances on real images with
complicated scenes and rain forms.

Deep-learning-based methods In recent years, deep
learning-based image processing applications emerged
with promising performance. Many low-level vision tasks
benefit from the deep CNN-based approaches, such as
single image super-resolution [8, 9], deblurring [27],
dehazing [4, 29], style transfer [17], denoising [2, 3, 16],
enhancement [5, 30] and de-raining. Fu et al. [10, 11] firstly
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introduce deep learning methods to single image de-raining.
Similar to [18], they decompose the input rainy image into a
background-based layer and a detail layer separately. Then
a deep residual network is used to remove the rain streaks
from the detail layer. Yang et al. [36] develop a recurrent
network to jointly detect and remove rain streak step by
step, adopting contextualized dilated convolution and recur-
rent structure to handle multi-scale and heavy rain steaks.
Zhang et al. [38] propose a generative adversarial network
(GAN) to remove rain streaks and recover the background,
and utilize the perceptual loss to further improve the final
result. Most recently, Li et al. [22] present a comprehensive
benchmark analysis and evaluation of existing single image
de-raining methods.

For most of these methods, CNN is regarded as a
powerful tool to directly learn a non-linear mapping
between the input rainy image and its corresponding rain-
free image. Due to the superior learning capacity of CNN,
in this paper we propose a CNN-based method for single
image de-raining. We construct a network to form a function
which maps the input image to the rain component layer.
Based on the simple rainy image decomposition model (1),
we can estimate the final rain-free image by subtraction.
Meanwhile, we adopt squeeze-and-excitation enhancing to
capture spatial contextual information and leverage spatial
contextual information for extracting rain components via
non-local mean operations. Extensive experiment results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in
terms of visual quality and quantitative performance.

3 Proposedmethod

In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed de-
raining method. We first describe the overall architecture of
the proposed network in Section 3.1. Then we provide more
analysis on squeeze-and-excitation enhancing and dense
non-local residual block in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Finally,
Section 3.4 presents the loss function which is used in the
proposed de-raining network.

3.1 Overall framework

As the goal of single image de-raining is to seek out the
mapping relationship between the input image O and the
rain component layer R. Consequently, our strategy attempt
to learn a non-linear function f , which directly describes
the mapping relationship between O and R. Once the rain
component layer is obtained, the rain-free image can be
estimated by subtraction operation via model (1). In what
follows, we elaborate on the proposed network to learn f in
detail.

The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 1, which con-
sists of three stages: 1) encoder stage, 2) Dense Non-Local

Residual Block (DNLRB) stage and 3) decoder stage. As a
symmetric CNN structure, the encoder-decoder network has
been proven to be effective in many vision tasks [25, 31,
32, 35]. For the encoder stage, it contains 6 convolution lay-
ers and 3 pooling layers. The pooling operation is acted on
2− nd, 3− rd, and 4− th convolution layer. Subsequently,
there are 4 same DNLRBs. For the decoder stage, it contains
3 transposed convolution layers and 4 convolution layers.
The transposed convolution operation is acted on 3 − rd,
4− th, and 5− th layer. For all convolution layers, they per-
form convolution, BN and LeakyReLU, respectively, except
the first and last layer. For the first and last layer, they
only perform convolution. Skip-connections between corre-
sponding feature maps are widely used to transmit low-level
features to high-level semantic features. There are 4 skip
concatenation operations between 3 − rd , 4 − th, 5 − th

and 6 − th layer in the encoder layer and 4 − th, 3 − rd,
2−nd and 1−st layer in the decoder layer, respectively. The
final output of the network is the estimated rain-free image
B̂ = O − f (O).

3.2 Squeeze-and-excitation enhancing

Squeeze-and-Excitation is firstly introduced by Hu et al. [14].
It is a kind of representation of channel relationship, which
adaptively recalibrates channel-wise feature responses by
explicitly modeling interdependencies between channels.
In the task of single image de-raining, each channel has
a different ability to extract rain components, which may
have different densities and directions. In general, equally
treating all feature maps for extracting rain component layer
is less reasonable. Different feature maps may give different
contributions to the rain component layer. Thus, we adopt
squeeze-and-excitation enhancing on feature maps in our
network to better capture spatial contextual information
among channels, which has been analyzed to be meaningful
for image de-raining. In the following, we give a brief
review of squeeze-and-excitation enhancing.

Specifically, denoteU = [u1,u2, · · · ,uC] as the input of
squeeze-and-excitation block. First, U is operated by global
pooling:

zc = 1

H × W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

uc(i, j), (2)

where uc(i, j) is the value at position (i, j) of the c − th

channel uc(i, j), and zc is the corresponding output. Then, z
is operated by several convolutions and activation functions:

α = σ(W 2 ∗ δ(W 1 ∗ z + b1) + b2), (3)

where σ(·) and δ(·) represent the sigmoid and ReLU
functions, respectively. ∗ denotes the convolution operation,
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Fig. 1 Overall network framework

W denotes weights, and b denotes bias. The final squeeze-
and-excitation is expressed as

USE = α ⊗ U, (4)

where ⊗ denotes channel-wise multiplication for feature
channels and corresponding channel weights.

This process of squeeze-and-excitation is depicted in
Fig. 2

Based on the above analysis, the squeeze-and-excitation
block is utilized to allot weight to every channel. Using
this operation, the feature response of each feature map can
be adaptively recalibrated and further facilitates capturing
more spatial contextual information. Thus, these enhancing
operations are effective to extract the rain component layer,
as discussed in Section 4.4.

3.3 Dense non-local residual block

Non-local neural network is firstly presented by Wang et
al. [34] . It is inspired by traditional non-local means filter
that computes a weighted mean of all pixels in an image.
Convolutional neural networks can be viewed as being made
up of multiple filters, so a natural idea is adding non-
local means to neural networks. In [34], there are several
specific instantiations of non-local means. In our network,

we choose the pairwise function as embedded Gaussian.
The specific formula is expressed as follows:

yp = 1

C(x)

∑
∀q

f (xp, xq)g(xq), (5)

where p is an output position index, which is computed by
all the positions indexed by q. x is the input features and y

is the output features with the same size as x. f is a pairwise
function, which computes a scalar between p and q. g is
a unary function, which computes a representation of the
input features at position q. C(x) is a normalized factor.

The pair-wise function f based on embedded Gaussian
is formulated as

f (xp, xq) = eθ(xp)T φ(xq ), (6)

where θ(xp) = Wθxp, φ(xq) = Wφxq and g(xq) = Wgxq .
Wθ, Wφ , and Wg are 1 × 1 convolution that can be learned.
C(x) in (5) is given by C(x) = ∑

∀q f (xp, xq). For a given

p, 1
C(x)

f (xp, xq) becomes the sof tmax computation along
the dimension q, i.e.,

y = sof tmax(xT WT
θ Wφx)g(x). (7)

The non-local operation works by regarding the response
at a position as a weighted sum of the features at all
positions. This idea can be extended in single image de-
raining. In practice, there are rain component layer and

Fig. 2 Squeeze-and-excitation.
The figure is from [39]
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background layer in each feature map. However, to a great
extent, it is meaningless for the information in background
layer to represent rain components. Naturally, by assigning
different weights to all positions, we propose to calculate
the response of each position in feature map. That is, for
a position located in a raindrop region, the weights of the
background position should be very small.

For our task, the non-local mean operation has been
embedded into our de-raining network. To effectively
address this issue, we select Embedded Gaussian to
calculate the affinity, which is a specific instantiation in
the work of [34]. By employing the notation NL to denote
this specific non-local mean operator, we then describe the
proposed non-local residual block.

Non-Local Residual Block (NLRB) Note that x and z denote
the input and output of NLRB, respectively. The process of
NLRB can be intuitively expressed as

z = SE(Conv(SE(Conv(NL(x))))) + x, (8)

where Conv, SE denotes the convolution and SE operation,
respectively. The illustration of (8) is shown in Fig. 3.

Although [21] and [23] are the first time to apply non-
local mean and SE operation to deraining, respectively,
we are the first time to utilize them to deraining that
we embed non-local operation to squeeze-and-excitation
network and the effect of the two operations to deraining is
analyzed. Moreover, our network generates better deraining
performance on real-world dataset compared [21] and [23],
which is the ultimate aim of deraining.

Dense non-local residual block There are 4 same DNLRBs
in the DNLRB stage as mentioned in Section 3.1. The
entire DNLRB process evolves in a recursive process which

incorporates previous outputs as current inputs. Specifically,
the output hi(i = 1, 2, 3) is calculated as

hi = NLRB(Conv1×1(Cat (h0, · · · , hi−1))), (9)

where Conv1×1 denotes 1×1 convolution, which can match
the channel size of the input. Cat denotes the concatenation
in dimension of channel. Our DNLRB is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The final output is generated by

h = h0 + h3. (10)

3.4 Loss function

For the proposed single image de-raining framework, we
adopt the following loss function for training:

L1 = 1

HWC

H∑
t=1

W∑
s=1

C∑
k=1

‖B̂ t,s,k − B t,s,k‖1, (11)

where H, W, C denote the height, width and channel
number of the rain-free image, respectively. A natural
problem is that why not choose to minimize errors between
rain component layer R and the learned output f (O). In
fact, based on the rainy image decomposition (1), this loss
is equivalent to 1

HWC

∑H
t=1

∑W
s=1

∑C
k=1 ‖R̂t,s,k −Rt,s,k‖1.

4 Experimental results

In this section, we present details of experimental settings
and evaluation criterions used to evaluate the proposed
method. We compare the proposed method with the state-
of-the-art de-raining methods to show its advantages on a
few benchmark datasets. In the following subsections, we
first provide the major experimental settings and criterions
of quality in Section 4.1. Quantitative experiments on

Fig. 3 Non-Local Residual
Block (NLRB)
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Fig. 4 Dense Non-Local
Residual Block (DNLRB)

synthetic datesets are reported in Section 4.2. Finally,
we perform a series of visual comparisons on real-world
images in Section 4.3. All the results are compared with
six state-of-the-art methods, including DetailsNet [11],
image decomposition (ID) [18], layer priors (LP) [24],
discriminative sparse coding (DSC) [26], the recurrent
version of joint rain detection and removal (JORDER-
R) [36], and RESCAN [23]. Moreover, the aim of deraining
is to restore the rainy image on real-world dataset. So,
we also compare our method with the state-of-the-art
approaches: NLEND [21], DID [37] and PreNet [28] on
real-world dataset.

4.1 Experiment settings

Synthetic datasets We select three datasets to evaluate
the performance of our method. Two of the datasets are
Rain100L and Rain100H [36], which have various rain
streaks with different sizes, shapes, and directions. They
contain 1800 image pairs for training and additional 200
image pairs for testing. The last one is introduced by
Zhang et al. [38], which is widely called Rain800. This
dataset consists of 700 pairs of training images and 100
pairs of testing images. Both training and testing images are
randomly chosen from outdoor images.

Table 1 The architecture of the proposed network and parameter settings

Encoder stage Layer Conv Conv Pooling Conv Pooling Conv Pooling Conv Conv

Kernel size 3 × 3 3 × 3 2 × 2 3 × 3 2 × 2 3 × 3 2 × 2 3 × 3 3 × 3

Stride 1 × 1 1 × 1 2 × 2 1 × 1 2 × 2 1 × 1 2 × 2 1 × 1 1 × 1

Pad 1 × 1 1 × 1 − 1 × 1 − 1 × 1 − 1 × 1 1

Channel 32 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64

Dilation 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 1

DNLRB Layer Conv NLRB NLRB NLRB −
Kernel size 1 × 1 3 × 3 3 × 3 3 × 3 −
Stride 1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1 −
Pad − 2 × 2 4 × 4 8 × 8 −
Channel 64 64 64 64 −
Dilation 1 2 4 8 −

Decoder stage Layer Conv Conv ConvT ConvT ConvT Conv Conv − −
Kernel Size 3 × 3 3 × 3 6 × 6 6 × 6 6 × 6 3 × 3 3 × 3 − −
Stride 1 × 1 1 × 1 2 × 2 2 × 2 2 × 2 1 × 1 1 × 1 − −
Pad 1 × 1 1 × 1 2 × 2 2 × 2 2 × 2 1 × 1 1 × 1 − −
Channel 64 64 64 64 64 32 3 − −
Dilation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 − −

Conv denotes the convolution, ConvT denotes the transposed convolution, the architecture of NLRB is listed in Table 2
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Table 2 The architecture of the NLRB and parameter settings

NLRB Layer Non-Local (NL) Conv Conv

Kernel size 1 × 1 3 × 3 3 × 3

Stride 1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1

Pad − d × d d × d

Channel 64 64 64

Dilation − d d

NL denotes non-local mean operation, which is similar to [34]

Real-world testing images To better demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method on real-world data, we
use the real-world rainy images provided by Zhang et al. [38]
and Yang et al. [36]. Rain components of these
real-world images are different from orientation to
density.

Training settings We randomly crop each training image
pairs to 112 × 112 patch pairs as the training input.
The batch size is set to 64 during training. Except the
first one and last one layer, we use batch normalization,
leaky ReLU (α = 0.2), and squeeze-and-excitation in
sequence for each convolution layer. For model training,
we use ADAM solver [20]. The initial learning rate is
5 × 10−4, and is updated twice by a rate of 1/10 at
30000 and 36000 iterations. Our entire network is trained
on an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU based on PyTorch.
All parameter settings are shown in Table 1. Moreover,
Table 2 illustrates the parameter settings and architecture of
NLRB.

Evaluation criterions To evaluate the quality of the recov-
ered results in comparison with ground-truth images, we
adopt two metrics: the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
and the structure similarity (SSIM). They are only com-
puted for synthetic datasets due to computing them need
the estimated rain-free images and corresponding ground-
truth images. For the real-world images, we only evaluate
the performance based on visual comparisons.

Table 3 Quantitative
experiments evaluated on three
synthetic datasets

Dataset Metric ID DSC LP DetailsNet JORDER-R RESCAN Ours

Rain800 PSNR 18.88 18.56 20.46 21.16 22.29 24.09 27.25

SSIM 0.5832 0.5996 0.7297 0.7320 0.7922 0.8410 0.8532

Rain100H PSNR 14.02 15.66 14.26 22.26 23.45 25.92 27.12

SSIM 0.5239 0.4225 0.5444 0.6928 0.7490 0.8411 0.8524

Rain100L PSNR 23.13 24.16 29.11 34.85 36.11 36.12 36.64

SSIM 0.7023 0.8721 0.8809 0.9508 0.9707 0.9639 0.9780

Best results are marked in bold

4.2 Results on synthetic datasets

Table 3 shows the comparisons between the proposed
method and six state-of-the-art de-raining methods on
three synthetic datasets, including Rain800, Rain100H
and Rain100L. These de-raining methods contain three
conventional methods [18, 26] and [24] and three learning
based methods [11, 36] and [23]. We can see that our
proposed method is superior to these methods in terms of
both PSNR and SSIM on the three datasets.

To visually evaluate the improvements obtained by our
method, we select a challenging example in Fig. 5. The syn-
thetic image shown in Fig. 5a is severely degraded by heavy
rain streaks. As observed in Fig. 5b and c, traditional meth-
ods ID [18] and DSC [26] fail to recover an acceptable de-
raining results. DetailsNet [11] and JORDER-R [36], which
have been classified as deep learning methods, generate
artifacts around the rain-streak components in the resulting
images, as shown in Fig. 5d and e. Figure 5f shows the result
of RESCAN. While it is visually a little better than other
methods, it still produces unpleasing results with some dam-
aged textures. In comparison, our result is the best in both
quantitatively metrics and visual quality as shown in Fig. 5g.

Moreover, we also give the other three synthetic
examples in Figs. 6, 7, 8 to demonstrate the superiority of
the proposed method.

4.3 Results on real-world images

We also evaluate the practicability of the proposed method
on real-world rainy images. The de-rained results for all
the methods on one sample input rainy image are shown
in Fig. 9. It can be observed from Fig. 9b, the result of
ID [18] suffers from over de-rained and blurry. LP [24]
fails to generate a rain-free result, as shown in Fig. 9d. The
results of DSC [26] and JORDER-R [36] contain artifacts
near edges, as shown in Figs. 9c and e. In contrast to the
other methods, our result shown in Fig. 9f is able to achieve
superior visual performance.

In addition, we provide visual comparisons with two
recent deep learning-based methods in Fig. 10. The deep
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Fig. 5 Visual and quantitative comparisons on a synthetic example.
The input image shown in (a) is synthesized by large-scale dense rain
streaks, which makes it difficult to de-rain. Overall, deep learning-

based methods perform better than conventional methods. Our result
shown in (g) has the highest PSNR and SSIM values. Visually, the
proposed method generates the cleanest result with the least artifacts

Fig. 6 Results of various
methods on one synthetic image.
The proposed method recovers a
clear image with the best PSNR
and SSIM values, which are
masked in bold. This indicates
that the proposed method
performs superiorly to the other
de-raining methods. Please
zoom in for the best visual
comparisons!

Fig. 7 Another one synthetic
example compared with
different de-raining methods.
Our result is visually better than
the other recovered results with
less artifacts. Quantitative
comparisons in terms of PSNR
and SSIM values are provided
and the best ones are masked in
bold
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Fig. 8 Another one synthetic
example. As can be seen, our
result is better than the other
ones both in visual and
quantitative comparisons

Fig. 9 One real-world example. a is the input. b is over de-rained. c and e contain artifacts near edges. d is under de-rained. f is clear and clean
without artifacts

Fig. 10 Another real-world
example compared with deep
learning based de-raining
methods [11] and [23]. Our
result shown in (d) is visually
better than the results shown in
(b) and (c)

C. Wang et al.2940



Fig. 11 Real-world examples. a
is the input. b is the results of
NLEDN [21]. c is the results of
ours

learning-basedmethods [11, 23] are less effective in handling
this rainy image as shown in Figs. 10b and c. In comparison,
our result shown in Fig. 10d is cleaner than their result.

We also provide several examples to compare the
other state-of-the-art methods: NLEDN [21], DID [37]
and PreNet [28] in Figs. 11, 12 and 13, respectively.

We can observe that our method can generate better
deraining results compared the those approaches. Moreover,
for the last two examples in Fig. 13, the PreNet fails to
generate normal images, while our method obtains better
deraining performance. This also illustrates that the PreNet
is unstable, while our approach is stable.

Fig. 12 Real-world examples. a
is the input. b is the results of
DID [37]. c is the results of ours
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Fig. 13 Real-world examples. a
is the input. b is the results of
PreNet [28]. c is the results of
ours

4.4 Ablation study

Exploring the effectiveness of squeeze-and-excitation (SE)
and non-local mean operation (NL) in our network is
meaningful. In order to clearly demonstrate the improve-
ments obtained by each module introduced in the pro-
posed network, we perform an ablation study involving
the following four experiments: 1) baseline, 2) baseline
+ SE, 3)baseline + NL, 4) baseline + SE + NL. Note
that baseline denotes the network without squeeze-and-
excitation enhancing and non-local mean operation. The
evaluation is performed on Rain100L with the same set-
tings. Quantitative results are tabulated in Table 4. Evaluated
results on Rain100L demonstrate that our method outper-
forms the other three methods in terms of both PSNR and
SSIM.

Table 4 The best results are highlighted in boldface. Ablation study
on different components of our proposed method

Metric Baseline Baseline + SE Baseline + NL Baseline + SE + NL

PSNR 24.94 32.75 36.21 36.64

SSIM 0.7356 0.8583 0.9765 0.9780

Baseline denotes the network without squeeze-and-excitation enhanc-
ing and non-local mean operation

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel network to handle
with single image de-raining based on the non-local
enhancing squeeze-and-excitation network. Both non-local
and squeeze-and-excitation operations boost deraining
performance and the baseline model is particularly poor
that can not generate good deraining result according to the
ablation study. Evaluations on both synthetic datasets and
real-world images demonstrate that our method outperforms
the state-of-the-art methods.
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